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Why Subauftrag.com?

Subauftrag arranges individually according to your 
needs and requirements

Als kompetente Vermittlung mit langjähriger Erfah-
rung und den besten Subunternehmen in den Bran-
chen Industrie, HKLS/GWH, Elektrik und 
Schweisser/Schlosser finden wir die besten 
Subunternehmen für Ihr Projekt.

Our subcontractors are as diverse as
our markets

Vom Kleinunternehmen bis zum Großunternehmen 
mit mehr als 200 Mitarbeitern. Zur Verfügung 
stehen Teams für einzelne Gewerke oder auch 
gewerk-übergreifende Gesamtteams.

Your advantages through our worldwide 
network

• Well-rehearsed teams
• Worldwide projects
• Audited contractual framework
• Continuous dialogue and customer 

feedback
• Open communication, flexibility, quality
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Subauftrag.com mediates 
only the best companies 02Step 2: Your offer

You will receive an offer from us, which is based on
the details you gave us in your request. Of course we
answer all your questions around our service and the
order processing. 

01Step 1: Your request

Your request can be made either by phone at
+42 1336 0151-191 or via inquiry form on our 
homepage. Please give us the following details:

 
- Needed team size
- Trade
- Activity to be performed
- Location
- Start and approximate duration

Based on this information, we can individually select 
the most suitable subcontractor for you.

• Bill of quantity

• Construction project

• Construction site address

• Vehicle to be transported

• Working hours: weekdays + planned hours/week

03Step 3: The confirmation

The order is confirmed when you sign  and return
our offer. With this you confirm, that you want to 
use on of our subcontractors for your project. As
soon as we receive the order confirmation, we are
make a team reservation and we will discuss 
further project details with you:
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What else you need to know:

The contract processing  

We provide you with the contracts, consisting of a framework 
contract and a partial performance contract, for use. You sign 
the contract and send it back to us. The subcontractor then 
also signs the contract. 

Competent partners - guaranteed!

Through intensive quality control (multi-level pre-selection of 

our partners, weekly consultations with the customer and 

regular feedback meetings) we guarantee 100% quality and 

reliability.

Essential

questions

We accompany you through the entire project

Even after conclusion of the contract we do not leave you alone. 

You can expect comprehensive support during the entire duration 

of your project. Our employees will be happy to assist you with 

advice and support at any time!
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No secretary
needed

Subauftrag takes care of the entire bureaucratic effort, which is often underestimated 
by companies. This includes all procedures, starting with the search for sub-
contractors, the entire contract handlingand the support during the project. 
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Contact

Subauftrag.com
T: +43 (0) 1336 0151-191 
Franz-Dullnig-Gasse 5
Klagenfurt | Austria
E: office@subauftrag.com 
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